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Thermal conductivityk of the organic superconductorb-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 was studied down to 0.3 K in
magnetic fieldsH of varying orientation with respect to the superconducting plane. Anomalous plateau shape
of the field dependence,k vs H, is found for orientation of magnetic fields precisely parallel to the plane, in
contrast to usual behavior observed in the perpendicular fields. We show that the lack of magnetic-field effect
on the heat conduction results from coreless structure of vortices, causing both negligible scattering of phonons
and constant in field electronic conduction up to the fields close to the upper critical fieldHc2. Usual behavior
is recovered on approachingHc2 and on slight field inclination from parallel direction, when normal cores are
restored. This behavior points to the lack of bulk quasiparticle excitations induced by magnetic field, consistent
with the conventional superconducting state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a commonly accepted picture of heat conduction in
clean conventional superconductors, thermal conductivityk
at low temperaturessT!Tcd is dominated by phonons.1–3

The phonon contributionkg decreases rapidly on application
of a magnetic fieldH, exceeding the lower critical fieldHc1,
so that thermal resistivity,W=1/kg, increases linearly with
H due to scattering of phonons on the lattice of Abrikosov
vortices.4 The electronic part of thermal conductivityke is
determined by the intervortex quasiparticle tunneling, so it is
negligibly small at the fields of the order ofHc1 and shows
an activated increase onH approaching the upper critical
field Hc2. Since experimentally measured conductivity in-
cludes contributions of both electrons and phonons,k=ke

+kg, it shows a field dependence with a minimum at a field
Hmin, Hc1,Hmin,Hc2, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
value ofHmin and the actual shape of theksHd curve are both
determined by the ratio ofke andkg.

In unconventional superconductors, variation of the ther-
mal conductivity with magnetic field is more complicated.5,6

Since quasiparticles in unconventional superconductors
spread from the vortex cores into the bulk7 and are delocal-
ized, the electronic contribution is generally more important
here.8 In the T=0 limit, ke rapidly increases with field,9–13

while at higherT the thermal conductivity remains constant
in field, entering the so-called plateau regime.14 This regime
was experimentally identified in the cuprates in the field
rangeH!Hc2,

9,14 and is predicted to extend close toHc2.
15

The plateau was explained as caused by the electronic con-
tribution, when an increase of the quasiparticlesQPd density
is compensated by the decrease of their mean-free-path15,16

sthis implicitly assumes negligible phonon conductivity as
compared to electronic contribution,kg!ked. When the pho-
non contribution is not negligible, the phonon scattering in

the mixed state correlates well with the density of quasipar-
ticles in the bulk, as represented by the electronic specific
heat.17

Notable deviations from both of these pictures were
found recently in layered superconductors in the case when
the magnetic field was aligned precisely parallel to the
plane.18,19 In organic superconductorsl - sBETSd2GaCl4,

18

and k - sBEDT-TTFd2CusNCSd2,
19 the thermal conductivity

at the lowest temperaturess,0.3 Kd remained almost inde-
pendent of magnetic field, in the former case up to the fields
of the order ofHc2, in stark contrast to the usual behavior
observed in the perpendicular field. Since configuration of
thermal conductivity measurements with magnetic fields par-
allel to the plane is used for determination of the symmetry
of the superconducting gap,20–24 understanding of this un-
usual field dependence is of notable importance.

It can be envisaged that the difference between the behav-
ior in parallel and perpendicular fields may come from the
difference in the structure of vortices in two-dimensional
s2Dd superconductors. Penetration of a magnetic field into a

FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of the field dependence of ther-
mal conductivity in isotropic conventional superconductors and in
layered superconductors in magnetic field perpendicular to the su-
perconducting plane.
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superconductor induces a flow of a supercurrent, tending to
diverge at the flux line. At a distance,j /2 swhere j is
coherence lengthd from the center, the supercurrent exceeds a
critical value and the normal core is formedsAbrikosov vor-
texd. In layered superconductors this scheme works when
field is perpendicular to the plane. However, when field is
parallel to the layer, the flow of supercurrent is restricted by
the interplane tunneling, so that in case of weak coupling it
never exceeds the critical value, resulting in no normal core
sJosephson vortexd ssee Ref. 25 for a reviewd. For inclined
fields, the two vortex systems form crossed vortex lattices.26

Since the properties of the vortices in parallel field are nota-
bly different from those in bulk superconductors studied until
recently, it is of interest to follow systematically the effect of
the vortex structure on heat conduction.

Most efficiently this study can be done on materials of
intermediate anisotropy. Here, the amplitude of the order pa-
rameter inside the core, despite being suppressed as com-
pared to the bulk, remains finite.27 In this case, with increase
of temperature and field, the core of vortex can change to
normal, and thus the effect of this transformation on thermal
conductivity can be studiedin situ.

In this paper we study the thermal conductivity of the
organic superconductorb-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6, possessing
relatively high transition temperatureTc of above 6 K.28 As
usual for two-dimensional molecular conductors,29 the donor
molecules of BDA-TTPfFig. 2sadg are packed in layers al-
ternating with the layers of hexafluoroantimonate anions
fFig. 2sbdg. This structure brings about notable anisotropy of
the electronic structure: simple extended Hückel model cal-
culation predicts two-dimensional cylindrical Fermi surface,

Fig. 2scd, occupying half of the first Brillouin zone. Experi-
mental study ofb-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 indeed found the Fermi
surface in reasonable correspondence with this prediction30

and determined a rather large effective mass of 12.4m0. It
also revealed sizable warping of the Fermi surface perpen-
dicular to the plane, as indicated by observation of a rather
broad coherence magnetoresistance peak, with the ratio of
the Fermi energy in the planeeF to interplane transfer inte-
gral t' of 250–350sRef. 30d fapproximately one order of
magnitude smaller than the anisotropy of,3700 found in
k-sBEDT-TTFd2CusNCSd2,

31 and comparable to anisotropy
s1/280d of b-sBEDT-TTFd2IBr2 sRef. 32dg. The supercon-
ducting state of the material was described as anisotropic
three dimensionals3Dd.33,34 It is essential for our study that
the upper critical field for orientation parallel to the plane,
Hc2i, is about 12 T,33 so that the wholeH-T domain of su-
perconductivity can be covered with measurements in a su-
perconducting solenoid.

As a result of this study we found quite unusual field
dependence of thermal conductivity in a parallel field, show-
ing the plateau regime up to the fields as high as 0.6Hc2 and
an anomalous minimum close toHc2. This was in stark con-
trast to the usual dependence, observed on the same crystals
in identical conditions in the perpendicular field. By studying
transformation of theksHd dependence with inclination of
the field from parallel orientation and on variation of tem-
perature, we show that the anomalous dependence can be
understood in the usual scheme for conventional supercon-
ductors, adjusted for vortices without normal core. The lack
of quasiparticles in the core brings simultaneously two ef-
fects, namely, negligible scattering of phonons on vortices,
and negligible electronic contribution, both of these features
being at odds with the expectations for unconventional
superconductors.35 Formation of the normal cores close to
Hc2 and on field inclination restores both finite phonon scat-
tering and electronic conductivity.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single crystals ofb-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 were grown by a
standard electrochemical technique, as described in detail
elsewhere.28 Contrary to the crystals of most of organic com-
pounds, the samples ofb-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 are very bulky
in nature, with typical dimensions in the range 232
30.5 mm3. For thermal conductivity measurements we se-
lected crystals with a shape close to an elongated bar. A
notable problem in measurements onb-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6

comes from the difficulty of making low resistance contacts.
Even the best contacts, made by gold evaporation on the side
surface of fresh samples, gave resistance values at low tem-
peratures of about 100V, which is two to three orders of
magnitude higher than usual contact resistance obtained with
this technique on another conducting organic charge-transfer
salts.18,36 Therefore the thermal resistance of the contacts
was determined mainly by phonon conductivity. This limited
the temperature range of thermal conductivity measurements
down to 0.3 K andin situ resistance measurements in the
vacuum cell down to approximately 1.5 K, which was caused
by strong sample overheating with measuring current.

FIG. 2. Molecule of BDA-TTPsad. Solid dots indicate positions
of sulfur atoms. In the crystal lattice ofb-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 sbd,
layers of donor molecules in the crystallographicac plane alternate
alongb axis with layers of SbF6 anions, leading to two-dimensional
electronic structure with simple cylindrical Fermi surface, shown in
panelscd sRef. 28d.
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Measurements of thermal conductivity were made by a
standard steady-state one-heater-two-thermometers tech-
nique, using RuO2 thick-film resistors37 as both heater and
thermometers. The vacuum ambient was created by a minia-
ture rotatable cell.38 The cell was set into a goniometer al-
lowing double-axis rotation in magnetic fields up to 17 T in
a top-loading3He refrigerator. The alignment of the field
direction parallel to the conducting plane was done by mea-
suring an angular dependence of sample resistance in a mag-
netic field slightly belowHc2i. The resistive minimum was
sharp enough to ensure alignment with the accuracy of about
0.1°. More precise alignment was done by measuringksHd at
0.3 K with an angular step of 0.02°, corresponding to the
angular resolution of our system. Measurements were per-
formed for three field orientations within the plane with re-
spect to the heat currentQ swith H and Q perpendicular,
parallel and at 45° to each other, respectivelyd with the re-
sults being the same within experimental scatter. In the fol-
lowing we discuss all the data forH iQ configuration.

III. RESULTS

A. Temperature dependence

In Fig. 3sad we show the temperature dependence of ther-
mal conductivity, taken in zero field and under magnetic
fields of 0.5, 1, and 4.3 Tsnormal stated applied perpendicu-
lar to the conducting plane. Above,6.5 K all curves overlap
within experimental scatter. On cooling, the curves at 0, 0.5,
and 1 T deviate upward from the normal-state curve, with the
point of deviation corresponding to the superconducting
Tc. In zero field,k /T increases more than two times on cool-
ing from Tc s,6.5 Kd down to 2 K, below whichk /T de-
creases steeply. This behavior is very similar to that
observed in another organic superconductors,k-sBEDT
-TTFd2CusNCSd2,

19,39 k-sBEDT-TTFd2CufNsCNd2gBr,40

l-sBETSd2GaCl4,
18 in perpendicular fields.

In the simplest form, the thermal conductivity can be rep-
resented aski = 1

3viCV
i l i, where superscripti represents differ-

ent groups of heat carriersselectrons and phononsd, v is
Fermi velocity for electrons and sound velocity for phonons,
l is mean free pass andCV contribution to the specific heat of
respective carriers. The superconducting condensation re-
duces the density of electronic carriers participating in the
heat transportsthe condensate itself does not carry heatd,
while the density of phonons remains unaltered. Therefore
the increase ofk /T below Tc originates only from an in-
crease of the mean free path of heat carrierssboth electrons
and phononsd, which is caused by the suppression of scatter-
ing on conduction electrons. The density of phonons changes
smoothly throughTc and since the phonon-electron scatter-
ing is the dominant scattering mechanism in the normal state
for most of the metals,kg usually increases belowTc.

1 The
increase ofke in the superconducting state is more subtle.
The condensation decreases the density of electronic heat
carriers, so the increase ofke/T below Tc can be observed
only if the rate of the mean free path increase is higher than
the rate of the density of quasiparticlessQPd decrease. This
requires domination of an inelastic scattering atTc, a condi-
tion met only in very clean samples with relatively highTc.
The electronic maximum was first well-documented in the
cuprates,8 and was recently observed in some other clean
superconductors with strong inelastic scattering: CeCoIn5,

41

and the purest samples of Sr2RuO4.
42

Since in organic superconductors the inelastic electron-
electron scattering is usually strong, as seen in theT2 tem-
perature dependence of the resistivity immediately above
Tc,

34,43 we cannot disregarda priori the possibility of the
electronic nature of thek /T increase belowTc. However, in
b-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6, similar to other organic compounds,
the phonon contributionkg is strongly dominating measured
k at all temperatures covered by our experiment. This is
caused by a combination of lowke, due to low density of
electronic carriers in these materials, and a rich phonon spec-
trum leaving the density of phonons high even at low tem-
peratures, ensuring highkg. In b-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 this gen-
eral trend can be verified from both the estimation ofke

through the resistivity value in the normal state via the
Wiedemann-Franz law44 and from the magnitude ofksHd
increase nearHc2 at low temperaturesfshown with dashed
area in Fig. 3sadg, giving ke of about 16% of the normal state
k at 0.3 K. In the superconducting statekg is always higher
than in the normal state, so we can conclude that here the
thermal conductivity is arising mostly from phonons.

On application of magnetic field perpendicular to the
plane, the rate of initialk /T increase belowTc is rapidly
diminished, resulting in suppression of the maximum. This
clearly shows that perpendicular field rapidly restores pho-
non scattering on conduction electrons. On the contrary, the
rate of k /T increase is influenced only slightly by parallel
magnetic field, Fig. 3sbd.

As it can be seen from Fig. 3, the change ofk at Tc is not
sharp, resulting in a notable difficulty in determination of a
position of the normal-superconductor boundary from tem-
perature dependence of thermal conductivity at high tem-
peratures. The most justified approach, using the onset point

FIG. 3. sad Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in
magnetic fields of 0, 0.5, 1, and 4.3 Tstop to bottomd applied
perpendicular to the conducting plane. The shaded area at the bot-
tom shows estimated electronic contribution in the normal state.sbd
Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in parallel fields
of 0, 4, and 6 Tstop to bottomd; the curves are offset to avoid
overlapping. The determination ofTc was made in two ways: as a
crossing point of linear extrapolations of theksTd above and below
Tc, we designate this asTc

* , and from the point whereksTd starts to
deviate from the curve in the normal state,Tc,on.
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of deviation from the normal-state curve, is not very precise
due to slow takeoff and suffers badly from the experimental
noise. Another way to follow variation ofTc is to use a
crossing point of lines representing linear approximations of
ksTd in the normal state and in the region of increase below
Tc, as shown in Fig. 3sbd for H parallel to the conducting
plane. We designate this value asTc

* in the following. It is
clear that this procedure gives a value systematically below
real bulkTc, determined from both the onset of deviation in
k /T and specific-heat measurements33 ssee Fig. 5 belowd.

B. Field dependence

In Fig. 4 we show evolution with temperature of the field
dependence of thermal conductivity in perpendicularsad and
parallel sbd field orientations. In a perpendicular field,k de-
creases rapidly aboveHc1.

45 The derivative of theksH'd has
maximum magnitude atHc1 and decreases monotonically to-
wardsHc2 farrows in Fig. 4sadg until reaching almost con-
stant value in the normal state. Small variation of the back-
ground in the normal state is caused by the electronic
contribution, namely by its change due to orbital
magnetoresistance.34,46 On cooling, total variation ofk /T in
the range fromHc1 to Hmin rapidly decreases, reflecting the
decrease of the phonon conductivity. On the contrary, varia-
tion of the electronic contribution with field becomes larger
on cooling, so at 0.29 K the curve shows a clear double
maximum structure, with maxima atH=0 andHc2, in line
with schematic presentation of Fig. 1.

In the parallel field, the shape of the field dependence
changes notably on cooling. At temperatures close toTc,
ksHid has a usual shape with the slope of the curve gradually
decreasing towardsHc2i, though at 3.11 K,,0.5Tc, this de-
pendence already does not resemble sharp “1/H behavior”
observed in the perpendicular field. On cooling, the slope of
the curve atH=0 gradually diminishes. At high tempera-
tures, the slope increases with field until the very vicinity of
Hc2i, where it starts to decrease rapidly towards zero value in
the normal state. At low temperatures theksHid shows a

broad plateau up to about 8 T, then shows a rapid decrease
until Hmin, followed by a rapid increase nearHc2i. As can be
seen from Fig. 4sbd, the width of the plateau rapidly de-
creases on warming, until it transforms into a region of slow
k decrease above 1.5 K.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. H-T phase diagram

In Fig. 5, we plot theH-T phase diagram, determined
from temperature and field dependence ofk /T in parallel and
perpendicular fields. For comparison we show the values of
Hc2 determined from resistivity measurements by Shimojoet
al.33 and by Choiet al.30 We note that theHc2 determined
from ksTd andksHd are in good correspondence. In the fol-
lowing we designateHc2 determined from thermal conduc-
tivity measurements asHc2k, to distinguish it with the resis-
tively determined Hc2r. Comparison of these two
determinations shows a systematic trend in the behavior. In
the perpendicular field,Hc2k is always higher thanHc2r,
which is determined by vortex lattice melting.31 TheHc2ksTd
is almost linear, whileHc2r shows a clear upturn on going
to T=0, with a tendency of both curves to a closeHc2s0d
in the T=0 limit. A similar trend was shown previously in
k - sBEDT-TTFd2CusNCSd2.

50

FIG. 4. Field dependence of thermal conductivity.sad Field ap-
plied perpendicular to the conductingac plane, from top to bottom,
T=1.55, 1.05, 0.64, and 0.29 K. Arrows showHc2k for these curves.
sbd Field parallel to the conducting plane, from top to bottom,T
=3.11, 1.55, 1.06, 0.83, 0.45, and 0.29 K. The curve for 3.11 K is
shown out of scale to avoid overlapping.

FIG. 5. H-T phase diagram of the superconducting state of
b-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6. Filled down-triangles are fromksHd sweeps;
filled and open up-triangles areTc

* andTc,on from ksTd sweeps. The
data from resistivitysopen circlesd and specific-heatsopen dia-
mondsd measurements by Shimojoet al., Ref. 33, and from resis-
tivity sfilled circlesd and tunnel diode oscillatorsopen squaresd mea-
surements by Choiet al., Ref. 30, are shown for comparison. The
dotted line is a guide for eyes for thermal conductivity data in the
perpendicular field. The solid line shows evaluation of the slope of
Hc2isTd from Tc,on in thermal conductivity measurements, the
dashes show a conservative estimation ofHc2sTd slope from spe-
cific heat szero fieldd and thermal conductivityTc

* data. For com-
parison we show with the dash-dotted line the theoretical curve for
pure Pauli limiting without orbital contributionsRef. 47d and ex-
perimental data fork-sBEDT-TTFd2CufNsCNd2gBr from specific-
heat measurementssfilled starsd by Kovalev et al. sRef. 48d and
pulsed field resistivity measurementssopen starsd by Shimojoet al.
sRef. 49d. Both the theoretical curve and the data were normalized
to matchTc andHc2s0d of b-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6.
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To verify that the difference betweenHc2k andHc2r is not
caused by the difference in the experimental conditions be-
tween two sets of measurements, in Fig. 6 we show the two
curves measuredin situ at 1.5 K. Despite notable problems
in the quality of the resistive data, it is clear thatksHd curve
flattens above the midpoint of resistive transition, most
closely to the complete restoration of the normal-state resis-
tivity. This comparison clearly shows that thermal conductiv-
ity is not sensitive to the flux flow in the mixed state, which
actually determines the position of theHc2rsTd line.

In parallel field, the values ofHc2r andHc2k are in much
closer correspondence, except for the very vicinity ofTc.
This clear difference with the perpendicular field orientation
is presumably caused by a much stronger intrinsic pinning of
vortices in parallel configuration by the lattice.48,51 Hc2irsTd
and Hc2iksTd show a clear saturation at low temperatures,
implying Pauli paramagnetic limiting, as was pointed out by
Shimojo et al.33 Indeed the value ofHc2is0d=11.6 T coin-
cides within experimental accuracy with the value expected
for Pauli limiting in the case of a weak-coupling BCS super-
conducting gap,Hc2s0d=1.84Tc sfor Tc=6.3 K from specific-
heat measurements this gives 11.6 Td.

For our analysis of the field dependence of thermal con-
ductivity, it is essential to know the degree of order param-
eter suppression inside the vortices in parallel field. This
strongly depends on the ratio between the interplane distance
d and the coherence lengthj'.25 Shimojoet al.33 determined
coherence lengths from the extrapolated values ofHc2rsTd
curves toT=0, getting thej'=2.6 nm, which is about 50%
larger than the interplane distanced=1.76 nm. Since the
value in parallel field determined in this way can be affected
by the paramagnetic Pauli limiting,j' may be overesti-
mated.

There were several proposals to go around Pauli limiting
problem in determiningj for parallel fieldssee Ref. 31 for a
reviewd. The most standard approach is to determinej'

from the slope ofHc2 line in a temperature range close to
Tc. This approach is valid, if orbital effect is determining
the upper critical field, as is always the case for perpendicu-
lar orientation. Here we find in our experiment the slope of
bulk Hc2ksTd of 0.55 T/K. For parallel orientation this is
true only if the anisotropy of a superconductor is finite, oth-
erwiseHc2i may be determined by paramagnetic Pauli limit-

ing all the way up toTc in zero field. To verify if the upper
critical field close toTc is Pauli limited, we compare in Fig.
5 the shape of the experimentally determinedHc2isTd line in
b - sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 with that expected for pure paramag-
netic limiting47,52 and with the one observed experimentally
in highly anisotropick-sBEDT-TTFd2CufNsCNd2gBr.48,49 In
the case of Pauli limiting, the upper critical field is deter-
mined from the solution of the equation lnfTcsHd /TcsH
=0dg=Refcs 1

2 + igmBH /4pkBTcsHdd−cs 1
2

dg; here mB is the
Bohr magneton,g is the electrong factor, andc is the di-
gamma function. Close toTc in zero field this dependence
can be well approximated byDTc,H2, which is indeed very
close to observation ink-sBEDT-TTFd2CufNsCNd2gBr,48

but is strongly overshooting theHc2 data in b-
sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 from onset of thermal conductivity rise.
Combining the data from thermal conductivity onset and
specific-heat measurements, we can conclude that the slope
of bulk Hc2isTd stays in the range between 3.3 and 4.2 T/K
sdashed and solid lines in Fig. 5, respectivelyd. For compari-
son, the same slope ink-sBEDT-TTFd2CufNsCNd2gBr,
which is Pauli limited close to Tc, was estimated
as ,14 T/K.48 Thus, close to Tc, the Hc2i in b-
sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 is determined by the orbital effect and we
can use Ginzburg-LandausGLd theory approach for the de-
termination of the coherence length.

For anisotropic superconductors the values of the coher-
ence length can be found from the formulas

m0Tc
dHc2isTd

dT
=

F0

2pj's0djis0d
,

m0Tc
dHc2'sTd

dT
=

F0

2pjis0d2 ,

wherejis0d andj's0d are the coherence lengths parallel and
perpendicular to the layer, respectively,m0 is the magnetic
constant, andF0=2.07310−15 Wb is the magnetic-flux
quantum. It is assumed thatj is isotropic in the plane, which
is in line with our observation of negligible variation ofksHd
curves for different field directions within conducting plane.
Substituting the values of the slopes we getji=9.7 nm and
j'=1.28–1.63 nm. The value ofj' is slightly lower than the
interplane distance of 1.76 nm. These values of the coher-
ence length show that the superconducting state ofb -
sBDA-TTPd2SbF6 is actually on the border between truly
two-dimensional and anisotropic three-dimensional.

B. Field dependence of thermal conductivity

The dependence of thermal conductivity on a magnetic
field parallel to the plane is the central result of this work. As
we already noted, the field dependence ofk in perpendicular
field is quite usual. In line with the scheme of Fig. 1,k
decreases rapidly with field due to suppression ofkg, while
at H=Hmin the decrease ofkg becomes slower than the in-
crease ofke, so that the measuredk increases towardsHc2'.
As it is clear from the comparison of the curves for parallel
and perpendicular fields, the difference is caused mainly by
complete disappearance of initial decrease ofk in parallel

FIG. 6. Field dependence of resistance and of thermal conduc-
tivity in a magnetic field perpendicular to the conducting plane,
measuredin situ at 1.55 K.
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field, so that even at relatively high temperatures of about 1.5
K the initial slope of theksHd curves is close to zero.

Here we should notice that the lack of variation of thermal
conductivity with field can in no way be explained by a
compensation of a decrease ofkg by an increase ofke, so
that k=ke+kg remains constant. It is clear from Fig. 4 that
the first signs of flattening are seen at temperatures as high as
3 K, the slope ofk /T vs H curves atH=0 becomes negligi-
bly small at 1.5 K and the curves at 0.45 and 0.29 K become
completely flat, despite very large variation ofk /T at H=0.
Since ke,T and kg,Ta sa=2–3 depending on dominant
scattering mechanism, Ref. 3d vary in a very different way
with T, their exact compensation can never be achieved for
almost fivefold variation ofT. Therefore, to have constantk,
neitherke nor kg should vary with field at lowT andH.

A negligible variation inkg is natural to relate with the
lack of scattering on vortices. Indeed, linear increase of the
phonon thermal resistivity Wg=1/kg in conventional
superconductors4 is frequently viewed as gradual restoration
of phonon-electron scattering to a value typical of the normal
state. In this case the phonon thermal resistivityW should be
proportional to the density of scatterers, i.e., to the electronic
specific heatCe,H. Recent studies of the phonon thermal
resistivity of Sr2RuO4 as a function of direction of the field
with respect to the conducting plane have shown that the
cross section of phonon scattering on vortices is proportional
to the coherence length.17 Simultaneously it was shown for
this unconventional superconductor that the relation between
phonon resistivity and the electronic specific heat still holds
due to phonon scattering on quasiparticles in the bulk. Fol-
lowing this line, zero phonon scattering in our experiment
can be considered as a limiting case of this behavior, typical
for superconductors without nodal quasiparticles. It indicates
that the electronic quasiparticles inside the core are the actual
cause of phonon scattering in the superconducting state,
completely similar to the conduction electrons in the normal
state.

An understanding of the lack of increase ofke is not as
straightforward. At low temperatures, the field depend-
ence ofke is determined by several factors. First of all, it is
different in clean sj! ld and dirty sj@ ld limits. For
b-sBDA-TTPd2SbF6, j' is of the order of lattice constant,
while observation of quantum oscillations in the material30

implies a rather long mean free path. Therefore it is natural
to use the clean limit. This approach finds justification in our
experiment as well: in the dirty limitke is expected to in-
crease linearly with field,3 which is not seen in our experi-
ment even in the perpendicular orientation. In the clean limit,
we have to make a clear distinction between conventional
s-wave superconductors with isotropic gap and unconven-
tional superconductors with line nodes. In conventional su-
perconductors activated behavior of thermal conductivity is
natural in low fields, since quasiparticles are localized in the
cores. In unconventional superconductors, application of
magnetic field should increase the density of the delocalized
quasiparticles. In perpendicular field this is caused by the
Volovik effect, while in parallel field by Zeeman splitting of
the Fermi surface.35 As a result we should expect an increase
of the electronic thermal conductivity and of the phonon
scattering, both of which are opposite to our observation.

According to a Ginzburg-Landau theory of second-order
phase transitions, the coherence length should become infi-
nite at the normal-superconductor boundarysat Tc and at
Hc2d. This situation corresponds to a rapid suppression of the
order parameter inside the vortex on approachingHc2 at low
temperatures and restoration of the normal core. A conse-
quence of this crossover can be easily recognized in our ex-
periment as a restoration of phonon scattering at highT
,Tc andH,Hc2. Indeed, this crossover reveals itself at low
T as a downturn ofksHd from the plateau valuesFig. 4d,
followed by a rapid takeover of the total variation ofk by the
increase ofke close toHc2i. Of note that the values ofk at
Hmin are close for parallel and perpendicular orientations of
the field, which indicates complete restoration of phonon
scattering, while a small difference can be assigned to varia-
tion of ke at different values ofH /Hc2. At 0.3 K, the resto-
ration of phonon scattering happens only at the high fields,
so that all variation ofksHd occurs in a field range spanning
over just 30% of theHc2i.

Both the lack of phonon scattering at low fields and its
restoration above the crossover show directly that coreless
vortices do not affect phonon conductivity. This is in striking
contrast to the electronic conductivity, in which case Joseph-
son vortices introduce scattering of quasiparticles due to An-
dreev reflection on the supercurrent circulating around the
vortex.53

Another way to track the effect of the restoration of the
normal cores is to incline the magnetic field from parallel
orientation. For small angles, when a perpendicular compo-
nent of the field is less thanHc1', magnetic flux penetrates
into the sample only along the planes and does not follow the
direction of the external field. With further increase of the
inclination, the perpendicular component of the field exceeds
Hc1'. However, though the flux enters the sample, it is still
energetically unfavorable to create inclined vortex lines,26 so
two mutually perpendicular systems of vortices are formed,
one with the normal coresfor H component perpendicular to
the planed and one without normal coresparallel to the
planed. Formation of normal cores rapidly restores phonon
scattering, Fig. 7sad, giving exceptionally sharp angular de-
pendence, Fig. 7sbd.

From the comparison ofksHd curves for small inclination
anglessFig. 7d it is clear that the increase ofke aboveHmin
on approachingHc2 remains practically unchanged, which is
in striking contrast to strongly angle-dependent decrease be-
low Hmin. This clearly shows that the rapid increase close to
Hc2 is not related to formation of crossed vortex lattices.
Since the increase ofk with field nearHc2 is purely elec-
tronic in origin, it is instructive to search for a mechanism
giving a sharp rise ofke near Hc2 in the parallel field, as
opposed to a gradual change in the perpendicular field.

The most obvious possibility is involvement of Pauli lim-
iting. The rapid increase of thermal conductivity close toHc2
is associated with filling of the whole volume of the super-
conductor with vortex cores. In the case of orbital limiting
this happens gradually, while in the case of Pauli limiting
vortex cores occupy only a fraction of the sample volume,
and the transition between superconducting and normal
states becomes discontinuoussfirst orderd. Rapid increase of
thermal conductivity atHc2 below ,1 K is indeed observed
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in a range where theHc2isTd line flattensssee Fig. 5d, as
naturally expected for Pauli limiting. The sharp increase of
the electronic thermal conductivity atHc2 in the Pauli limit-
ing range was observed in a number of materials.11,18,54 It
finds a natural explanation in an almost first-order character
of transition atHc2. The variation of Pauli limiting field on
magnetic-field direction is determined by anisotropy of theg
factor fusually in organic superconductors this is of the order
of 1% sRef. 29dg, which is presumably the reason for the lack
of measurable anisotropy ofHc2 within the conducting plane.
Inclination of field direction from the conducting plane
should gradually switch the mechanism from Pauli to orbital,
as discussed for a number of layered materials.31,55As can be
seen in Fig. 7, for inclination angles up to 2° variation ofHc2
is quite small, which implies that the orbital effect is still
weak. Therefore the increase ofk close toHc2 remains sharp,
and is unaltered by the transformation of the vortex lattice.
This observation is in line with previous observations for
several systems where the thermal conductivity and the mag-

netization were studied in the same conditions, including
three-dimensional UPt3,

11,56 and two-dimensional
Sr2RuO4.

12,57,58

V. CONCLUSION

Thermal conductivity of anisotropic superconductors
reveals a notable difference in response to magnetic field,
depending on field direction with respect to the supercon-
ducting plane. In the organic superconductorb - sBDA-
TTPd2SbF6, we found anomalous independence of thermal
conductivity on magnetic-field strength in parallel field, in
stark contrast to the usual dependence, observed in identical
conditions when the field was perpendicular to the plane. The
anomalous behavior in the parallel field is observed over a
notable portion of the superconducting domain, to the fields
as high as 0.6Hc2. Evolution of the plateau regime, with tem-
perature and inclination of the field direction from the paral-
lel to the plane, points to its close relation to the special
coreless structure of vortices in the parallel field. The lack of
quasiparticle states in the cores diminishes phonon scattering
in the mixed state, and simultaneously suppresses electronic
tunneling between cores. Formation of the normal cores
close toHc2 and on field inclination restores the usual behav-
ior with finite phonon scattering and electronic conductivity.
The field dependence of thermal conductivity of this type can
be expected neither for phonon, nor for electron contribu-
tions, if quasiparticles are spread in the bulk of a supercon-
ductor, as expected for unconventional superconductors.35
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